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Translation as illustration: the visual paradigm in Mallarmé’s translations of Poe

DOMINIQUE JULLIEN

Although the 1875 edition of “Le Corbeau” (Mallarmé’s translation of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Raven,” with illustrations by Édouard Manet), by the publisher Richard Lesclide, was a commercial failure, for later generations of readers and art lovers it has come to epitomize great artistic collaboration, as well as a new departure for the modern art book. The case of Mallarmé and Manet’s “Corbeau” appears exemplary because it is at the crossroads of a number of important nineteenth-century trends: as an instance of artistic brotherhood between two major artists (both of them, we might add, ahead of their time and both rather underappreciated by their contemporaries), as evidence of the growing importance of the visual element of culture throughout the century, a phenomenon described by David Scott, in his seminal study, as “pictorialist poetics,” and as an example of a new approach to translation, both in practice and in theory. Mallarmé’s translations of Poe’s poems (this essay looks at “The Bells” and “The Raven” specifically) provide good examples of the foreignizing aesthetics that would prevail in the late nineteenth century. Mallarmé translated Poe’s highly musical verse into non-rhyming prose, a decision that rendered necessary the transposition of musical effects into visual ones. In the case of the Lesclide “Corbeau,” the transposition of the musical into the visual was even more pronounced, since Mallarmé’s translation was accompanied and, as it were, completed by Manet’s illustrations. Significantly, Mallarmé and Manet’s joint project brought together a translation of a foreign poem (E. A. Poe’s “The Raven”), and a pictorial rendition by Manet of both Poe’s verses and Mallarmé’s prose poem: both the image and the text portions were thus interpretations — whether a translation of an original written in a different language, or an intersemiotic translation in the Jakobsonian sense of a transposition into a different art.

Thus the 1875 Lesclide collaboration offers us a case where the notions of translation and illustration intersect in complex and multiple configurations. This article attempts to articulate two issues: on the one hand, the foreignizing aesthetics of translation, of which Mallarmé himself was a prominent advocate; on the other hand, the particular situation of translation theory in nineteenth-century France, in relation to the question of the visual. My hypothesis is that the translations by Mallarmé, in particular the collaboration with Manet for the Lesclide edition, are best understood when framed within the contemporary debate on artistic transposition. In turn, this might help to explain the high degree of self-representation observable in both text and images: this search for self through another’s text or another’s artistic medium accounts in part for the joint “Corbeau”’s enduring fascination for readers, and, as I hope to show, ultimately rests on a profoundly Mallarméan mechanism of failure–and-compensation.

Translation in the nineteenth century: foreignizing ideal and visual paradigm

Changing ideas about translation in the nineteenth century were closely bound up with a new emphasis on the visual. The nineteenth-century French reading public was an avid consumer of translations, not only translations of contemporary literature (such as Loève-Veimars’s introduction of E. T. A. Hoffmann’s fantastic tales into the French canon in 1830), but also retranslations of the classics, notably the Greek poets. New ways of thinking and theorizing about the task of the translator made the nineteenth century a critical century for translation, marked by an advance of the foreignizers. Against the French domesticating tradition, which had so far prevailed, more and more translators would adopt the new, German Romantic foreignizing aesthetic, which, following Goethe and Schleiermacher, recommended defamiliarizing the target language in order to enhance the reader’s feeling of estrangement: the translator should attempt to move the reader toward the author rather than the author toward the reader, as far as possible. With Romanticism, the new ideas would enter French practice with translators such as Leconte de Lisle, Mallarmé, Baudelaire, and many others.

Anne Bignan’s 1830 translation of the Iliad “en vers français” provides a good example of the French domesticating tradition. Names were Latinized, including names of heroes (Achille) and gods (Pluton, Jupiter). Homer’s dactylic hexameters were transposed into the classical Racinian alexandrines, with a rigorous 6/6 metric division, numerous syntactic inversions, and a restrained abstract tragic vocabulary (courroux, débris, tripas, sépulture, etc.).
By contrast, Leconte de Lisle, who translated the Homeric epics and several Greek tragedies over the years, adopted a foreignizing strategy in his 1867 version of the *Iliad.* Leconte de Lisle’s “barbarizing” translations of the Greek poetics not only renounced French proses for prose, but also delatinized Greek names — Akhilleus and Zeus, for example, rather than Achille and Jupiter — and sought to recreate for readers (whose appreciation had perhaps been blunted by years of schoolboy exercises) a defamiliarized image of the age-old classic. Thus his translations echoed his own poetic vision, which had also celebrated a “barbaric” past, inhabited by “les hommes chevelus de l’héroïque Hellas.” Leconte de Lisle restored Greek names to their original (or pseudo-original) Greek form and “savage” spelling; by choosing a prose version, he avoided having to transpose Greek verse into a different prosodic tradition; his syntax was often purposely awkward, for example in *Odyssey* 7, when a servant at the court of the “Phaïakiens” brings water to Odysseus “pour qu’il lavât ses mains.”

Translation theory thus followed the same trend as painting or travel writing: all felt a need to convey the remoteness of faraway or long-ago subjects. Departing from the classical ideal of neutrality, local color, the picturesque, and the exotic were prized, in narrative as in painting and translations. Leconte de Lisle himself articulated this pictorialist theory of writing very clearly. “Le premier soin de celui qui écrit en vers ou en prose doit être de mettre en relief le côté pittoresque des choses extérieures.”

Leconte de Lisle’s translations of ancient Greek texts were praised by critic Remy de Gourmont for their colorfulness. The first essay of his famous *La Culture des idées,* an essay entitled simply “Du style ou de l’écriture,” should be considered, he claimed, as a “préface à une théorie de la traduction.” The pleasure the reader gets from Leconte de Lisle’s translation is a visual pleasure, one that ignites the reader — and Jupiter — and sought to recreate for readers (whose appreciation had perhaps been blunted by years of schoolboy exercises) a defamiliarized image of the age-old classic. Thus his translations echoed his own poetic vision, which had also celebrated a “barbaric” past, inhabited by “les hommes chevelus de l’héroïque Hellas.” Leconte de Lisle restored Greek names to their original (or pseudo-original) Greek form and “savage” spelling; by choosing a prose version, he avoided having to transpose Greek verse into a different prosodic tradition; his syntax was often purposely awkward, for example in *Odyssey* 7, when a servant at the court of the “Phaïakiens” brings water to Odysseus “pour qu’il lavât ses mains.”

Translation theory thus followed the same trend as painting or travel writing: all felt a need to convey the remoteness of faraway or long-ago subjects. Departing from the classical ideal of neutrality, local color, the picturesque, and the exotic were prized, in narrative as in painting and translations. Leconte de Lisle himself articulated this pictorialist theory of writing very clearly. “Le premier soin de celui qui écrit en vers ou en prose doit être de mettre en relief le côté pittoresque des choses extérieures.”

Leconte de Lisle’s translations of ancient Greek texts were praised by critic Remy de Gourmont for their colorfulness. The first essay of his famous *La Culture des idées,* an essay entitled simply “Du style ou de l’écriture,” should be considered, he claimed, as a “préface à une théorie de la traduction.” The pleasure the reader gets from Leconte de Lisle’s translation is a visual pleasure, one that ignites the reader’s “imagination visuelle.” This, Gourmont claimed, is typical of a translation that is paradoxically too good (“une trop bonne traduction”).

The argument hinges on the notion of cliché. Gourmont argues that the cliché (a word that in French retains its visual, photographic origin) results from an abstraction of the concrete image, a blunting of what initially was sharply visible. Conversely, he praises translations like Leconte de Lisle’s for their ability to make the readers see the scene depicted with visual acuity. Indeed, for Gourmont, “l’imagination visuelle” is at the root of style; a good writer is one who can make the separate worlds of sensations and words mingle: “S’il y avait un art d’écrire, ce serait l’art même de sentir, l’art de voir, l’art d’entendre, l’art d’user de tous les sens, soit réellement, soit imaginativement; et la pratique grave et neuve d’une théorie du style serait celle où l’on essayerait de montrer comment se penètrent ces deux mondes séparés, le monde des sensations et le monde des mots.”

Time and space affect the perception of clichés, Gourmont argues, since concrete images usually become lifeless over time, and exotic phrases might be felt as original. Gourmont gives the example of Fénelon’s *Télémaque,* whose images seem dead to a modern reader, but were probably new and visually striking when Fénelon first used them, and might appear so again to a foreign reader: “Le plaisir que nous donne l’Iliade mise en bas-relief par Leconte de Lisle, les étrangers peuvent le trouver dans une œuvre aussi surannée pour nous que *Télémaque:* mille fleurs naissantes émaillaient les tapis verts n’est un cliché que lu pour la centième fois; nouvelle, l’image serait ingénieuse et picturale.” Conversely, Leconte de Lisle’s spectacular version of Homer is “une trop bonne traduction,” because it renders concrete images long turned into abstract clichés, Homeric epithets that Homer’s contemporaries would not have perceived as live images: “Les trop bonnes traductions, celles qu’on peut appeler de littéralité littéraire, ont en effet ce résultat inévitable de transformer en images concrètes et vivantes tout ce qui de l’original était passé à l’abstraction.”

It is remarkable that so much visual vocabulary is applied to processes of translation. Reading Leconte de Lisle’s *Iliad* is equivalent to seeing a Greek bas-relief: Remy de Gourmont’s expression, “mise en bas-relief,” besides echoing Leconte de Lisle’s own pictorialist definition of writing (the writer’s duty being, we recall, to “mettre en relief le côté pittoresque des choses extérieures”), clearly underlines the prevalence of the visual paradigm within the context of translation theory. Gourmont extends this visual quality of “trop bonnes traductions” to Mallarmé’s translations of Poe and Tennyson: “Traduits par Mallarmé, les poèmes d’Edgar [sic] Poe acquièrent une vie mystérieuse à la fois et précise qu’ils n’ont pas au même degré dans l’original,” just as, when translating Tennyson’s bland *Mariana,* Mallarmé adds color to the “grisaille”: “par la substitution du concret à l’abstrait, [Mallarmé] fit une fresque aux belles couleurs d’automne.” Leaving aside the question of whether Mallarmé’s translations improved upon the originals — it is not clear here that Gourmont himself was doing anything more than repeating what had already become a cliché on Edgar A. Poe — we note, yet again, the emphasis on the visual. Mallarmé himself expressed it best in his 1876 preface to William Beckford’s *Vathek,* praising “la grandeur des visions ouvertes par le sujet” and celebrating the “orgy” of local color that delighted readers of this early Orientalist text: “Tant de nouveauté et la couleur locale, sur quoi se jette au passage le moderne goût pour faire comme, avec, une orgie.”

“Transposition d’art”

In their approach to translation issues, Leconte de Lisle, Mallarmé, and other French foreignizers such as the historian Augustin Thierry, were riding a major European wave. In addition, translation theory and practice in nineteenth-century France would encounter a culturally specific conjunction: the emphasis on the visual, picturesque qualities of translations coincided with an exceptional intensity of interarts relations. Cross-pollination between writers and artists remained unparalleled throughout the period. Given this exceptional cultural
climate, Mallarmé’s work as a translator should not be viewed as an isolated endeavor. Rather, it is important to situate it at the intersection between foreignizing translation theory, artistic brotherhood, and pictorialist poetics.23

Some well-known facts are perhaps worth recalling in order to illustrate the so-called fraternité des arts so prevalent during the nineteenth century. On the cover of its 1831 issue, and for subsequent years, the journal L'Artiste, Journal de la littérature et des arts displayed an engraving by Tony Johannot showing a painter, a musician, a poet, and a sculptor all working together in the same studio (figure 1). Courbet’s famous canvas, L’Atelier du peintre, allégorie vécée ([Paris, Musée d’Orsay, 1853]) would later personalize this idea by depicting actual artists and writers (most notably, Baudelaire in the far right corner), gathered together in the artist’s studio. For the first time in history, artists from different media, no longer bound to an individual, aristocratic, or ecclesiastical patron, but to an anonymous and unpredictable Public, found themselves joined by common views, interests and ideas. In his essay on “L’Œuvre et la vie d’Éugène Delacroix,” Baudelaire famously stated that the arts in the nineteenth century aspired “à se prêter réciproquement des forces nouvelles.”24

Friendships were many: the close personal ties between Impressionist writers and artists like Baudelaire, Mallarmé, and Zola are only the most famous examples.25 Several writers were initially trained as painters (Gautier and Fromentin are the best known of these), or, like Hugo, also painted and drew, while writers like Delacroix drew much of their pictorial inspiration from literature. The unprecedented blossoming of illustrated books and art journals, also characteristic of this new ideal of artistic fraternity, was a trademark of the period, from L’Artiste, Le Magasin pittoresque, and L’Illustration all the way down to the glamorous Revue blanche.26 Indeed, Gourmont himself, together with Alfred Jarry for the first numbers, founded and co-edited the magazine L’imagier, which ran for two years (1894–95).27 Last but not least, several writers also made a living as art critics, reviewing the Salons in the press: Baudelaire, Gautier, Mallarmé, Zola, all made decisive contributions to the public’s understanding and acceptance of modern art.28

All of this is well known: it allows us to turn now to specific cases where the questions pertaining to translation theory and to pictorialist poetics converge. Both Baudelaire and Mallarmé were poets in their own right, translators from English (of the same author, Poe), close friends of painters (of the same artist, Manet), and art critics.

My claim here is that the French translation of Poe’s writings, especially Poe’s poetry, which presented a unique challenge because of its extreme musicality, was informed and shaped by a theoretical model analogous to what Roman Jakobson called intersemiotic translation, and nineteenth century writers, less jargon-prone, transposition d’art. While Jakobson’s term broadly refers to transpositions between verbal and visual modes in any direction, the Romantic notion of transposition d’art, in which one direction tends to prevail (from visual to verbal), seems, however, close to Jakobson’s theoretical model in the context of the present argument, which concerns itself with passages between representational systems.29

Art critics who were also writers, like the ones mentioned earlier, were not the only art critics. But they felt imbued with — and were tacitly granted — special authority to speak of art. For following in Diderot’s footsteps, they understood the art critic’s mission to be one of translating: translating the colors and shapes on the canvas into verbally communicable emotions. Thus the art critic was fundamentally a translator: in the energetic words of Albert Thibaudet, the task of the art critic and that of the translator were one and the same: “La critique d’art est une traduction d’une langue dans une autre, de la langue plastique dans la langue littéraire.”30 What followed (astonishingly perhaps, for our contemporary viewpoint which radically segregates the area of scholarly art criticism from that of creative writing) was that the best art criticism not only could, but should be subjective, a creative transposition of the picture into the writer’s words, a picture in the form of a poem. Thus Baudelaire could claim in the introductory chapter to the Salon de 1866 that “la meilleure critique est celle qui est animée et poétique ... le meilleur compte rendu d’un tableau
The problem of the untranslatable

Turning now to specific instances of poetry translation, we can ask what happens when poets / writers / art critics try their hands at translating untranslatable poetry. Translators of Poe’s poems by and large considered them untranslatable; specifically, the challenge was not to translate a picture into words, like the art critic, but rather to translate the characteristic music of Poe’s rhythms and rhymes. Different translations of Poe’s works exhibit different choices, but invariably frustration. Baudelaire essentially stuck to the prose tales, with a few exceptions including “The Raven,” acknowledging the untranslatability of Poe’s poetry: “Tout vrai amateur de poésie reconnaîtra que … ma très humble et très dévoée faculté de traducteur ne me permet pas de suppléer aux voluptés absentes du rythme et de la rime.”39 There are numerous instances of Baudelaire’s self-doubt as a translator of Poe’s untranslatable poetry. In his first essay on Poe, regarding “The Bells,” he confesses: “Il y a un petit poème de lui, intitulé Les Cloches, qui est une véritable curiosité littéraire; traduisible, cela ne l’est pas.”33 He also laments in “Notes nouvelles sur Edgar Poe”: “une traduction de poésies aussi voulues, aussi concentrées, peut être un rêve caressant, mais ne peut être qu’un rêve.”31 On the perceived deficiencies of his prose “Corbeau,” he writes:

Dans le moulage de la prose appliqué à la poésie, il y a nécessairement une affreuse imperfection; mais le mal serait encore plus grand dans une singerie rimée. Le lecteur comprendra qu’il m’est impossible de lui donner une idée exacte de la sonorité profonde et lugubre, de la puissante monotonie de ces vers, dont les rimes larges et triplées sonnent comme un glas de mélancolie.34

The foreignizing principle precluded transposing English verse into French verse (“une singerie rimée,” as he called it — that, we remember, was Anne Bignan’s domesticating choice in translating Homer), and Baudelaire felt that, absent the “voluptés” essential to Poe’s rhythmic magic, nothing would remain of the poems. Mallarmé, on the contrary, taking on the translation task as “un legs de Baudelaire,”35 translated several of the most famous poems as a homage to both Poe and Baudelaire, in non-rhyming prose, a logical foreignizing choice, but one that entailed the loss of the musical effect. Appended to the translations were the scolies (remarks), where Mallarmé commented on some of the challenges and defined some of his principles as a translator. The translations were described as an exercise in tracing, un calque. “voici un calque se hasarder sans prétention que rendre quelques-uns des effets de sonorité extraordinaire de la musique originelle, et ici et là peut-être, le sentiment même.”36 One of the poems translated by Mallarmé, the famed “Bells,” was declared to be, in an echo of Baudelaire’s statement, “[d]e tous ces poèmes, le seul effectivement intraduisible!”37 Yet remarkably, unlike Baudelaire, Mallarmé did not forgo translating the poem — but neither did he attempt to reproduce the alliterations, rhymes, or rhythmic effects. His strategy was a curiously hybrid one. Having translated the poem into non-rhyming prose, he added parenthetical repetitions in italics, whose purpose was to supply the reader with a reminder of the original music, yet which were not intended to be read aloud with the rest of the poem but rather to be a kind of visual ghost haunting the target-language version: “Force m’a été de transcrire ces séries de répétitions — des cloches (des cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches) — sans avoir intérêt à les rendre paroles entendues, mais pour faire sentir encore plus grand dans une singerie rimée. Le lecteur com-
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Illustration as translation

Mallarmé’s translation offered visual substitutes of Poe’s music: not only internal to the poem but also, perhaps especially, in the poem’s paratext. The history of Mallarmé’s translation of Poe’s “Raven,” as is well known, was intimately tied up with the joint project by Mallarmé and Manet to publish an illustrated edition of the poem. After some delay, thanks largely to Manet’s insistence, the project finally came to life in 1875 — Mallarmé’s annus mirabilis — a bilingual edition with the famous ink drawings by Manet, reproduced thanks to the lithographic process (figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Thus Manet’s illustrations became a decisive piece of the puzzle, a key voice in the interarts dialogue.

Manet’s illustrations themselves can be viewed — and indeed were viewed — as translations on multiple levels. The fact that he chose ink drawings obviously underlined the close affinity between the arts of writing and drawing. This was also true of the lithographic reproduction process which ultimately equalized Mallarmé’s poem and Manet’s picture. The analogy between print literature and the various reproduction techniques of images resonates with Baudelaire’s observation on the proximity between literature and engraving: “parmi les différentes expressions de l’art plastique, l’eau-forte est celle qui se rapproche le plus de l’expression littéraire” (“L’eau-forte est à la mode”). Furthermore, the japoniste style of the pictures, in addition to their technique, points to Manet as a kind of translator of Japanese art. (In fact, the earliest known picture connected with the Corbeau project is a lithograph combining a raven’s head, three studies of a Pekinese dog, and some Japanese seals.)

Reviews of the Lesclide “Corbeau” often read like a series of variations on the illustrator-as-translator paradigm. The anonymous reviewer in Le Siècle expressed his enthusiasm for Manet’s illustrations in terms of translation, praising Manet for being true to the spirit of the poem: “Il a vu plus que la lettre, il a senti et rendu l’esprit du poème.” Gygès, in his review for Paris-Journal, was even more explicit:

L’artiste a traduit avec une verve singulière, à l’aide du blanc et du noir, les multiples et fantasques silhouettes de l’oiseau sinistre. Par les brutalités et les négligences apparentes, mais très-étudiées du procédé, par le jeu des silhouettes sommaires

Figure 2. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, frontispice (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 55 × 35 cm. Courtesy of Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

Figure 3. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, ex libris (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 55 × 35 cm. Courtesy of Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
et des ombres violentes, M. Manet a transposé d'un art dans un autre la sensation de cauchemar et les hallucinations qu'Edgar Poe a si puissamment réalisées dans son œuvre.47

If the illustrator was dignified by being the translator’s equal, the product thus obtained escaped the disdain commonly attached to illustrated books, which Mallarmé, like Flaubert and many other writers, held in contempt. In part this was due, no doubt, to the mediocre quality of many such books, in part, perhaps, to an ambiguity between languages. The word “illustration” itself, in its new meaning, was borrowed from English, often written with italics or an apologetic disclaimer:48 perhaps because the original French usage of the verb illustrer meant to render illustrious, to confer glory, it was felt that the illustrator’s pretension to confer glory on the better artist (the poet) was preposterous. However, with a collaboration such as “Le Corbeau,” involving two great artists and two different translations of the original poem (one verbal, the other pictorial), the emphasis shifted to the community of equals, the analogy

Figure 4. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, signatures (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 55 × 35 cm. Courtesy of Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

Figure 5. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, plate 3 (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 55 × 35 cm. Courtesy of Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.

Figure 6. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, plate 1 (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 55 × 35 cm. The Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
Baudelaire along with the numerous quasi-verbatim repetitions of Poe’s controversial essay “The Philosophy of Composition,” while saying not a word about the textual challenges (which were no less daunting than in “The Bells” and other Poe classics, however) — as if to underscore the deceptive self-image fashioned by the American poet in his essay. Even though Poe’s essay “The Philosophy of Composition” is “un pur jeu intellectuel,” “sans fondement anecdotique,” Mallarmé claims, it is now inextricably bound to the readers’ experience of the poem: “La mémoire d’un examen quasi sacrilège de chaque effet, maintenant poursuit le lecteur, même emporté par le cours du poème.” The same could be said of Mallarmé’s appropriation of Poe’s influential text. Indeed, “The Philosophy of Composition” has become inseparable from Mallarmé’s Symbolist interpretation of it, which proposes to read the raven as a symbol of a flight of the spirit from the irrational recesses of inspiration to the composed chamber of the intellect: “Noir vagabond des nuits hagardes, ce Corbeau, si l’on se plaît à tirer du poème une image significative, abjure les ténébresux errements, pour aborder enfin une chambre de beauté, somptueusement et judicieusement ordonnée, et y sêge à jamais.” In the light of the joint Lesclide project, the words “chambre de beauté” come to suggest more than the intellectual composure and formal beauty of Poe’s poetry as filtered through Poe’s essay and Mallarmé’s reading of it: they also merge with the room conjured up in a few ink strokes by Manet’s pictures. Manet’s third plate in particular (figure 5) seems to corroborate Mallarmé’s words about the Raven forever enthroned in the chambre de beauté: almost pushed out of the frame, at the bottom right of the picture, reclining far back in contemplation of the central and brightly illuminated bust of Athene with the dark raven atop it, the poet-mourner seems overwhelmed by this dual symbol of the creative mind. As if to underline the tension between the mournful, ghostly subject of the poem, and Poe’s unsentimental, hyper-intellectualist explication of its writing in his essay “The Philosophy of Composition,” Manet has played up the contrast between the luminous bust of the goddess and the dark bird, doubling both bird and bust by their shadows and surrounding the entire area with dark ink stroke shades. This picture is obviously an illustration, not of Poe only, but of Mallarmé’s Poe, which overlays the emotional response to the poem with the acknowledgement of the cerebral, “palladian” interpretation dictated by Poe’s essay.

The fact that the poet-mourner resembles Mallarmé himself, or perhaps a composite portrait of Poe and Mallarmé rolled into one (in particular figures 5 and 6), further confirms that Manet understood the practice of translation as a poetic self-image as another, and echoed it on a visual level. Indeed, even the last plate (figure 7), with the empty chair in the barely sketched out room (an image so abstract and modern that it was seldom appreciated at the time) can be read as a visual translation both of Mallarmé’s translation and of the scoliose: the book closes with a picture of an empty room haunted by the spectral presence of the bird, now

Figure 7. Édouard Manet, Le Corbeau, plate 4 (Paris: Lesclide, 1875). Lithograph. 35 × 33 cm. The Lilly Library, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana.
merely a shadow on the floor, reminiscent of Mallarmé’s definition of writing as a ghastly art of suggestion (“Nommer un objet, c’est supprimer les trois quarts de la jouissance du poème qui est faite de deviner peu à peu: le suggérer, voilà le rêve”), but equally suggestive, perhaps, of his melancholy appraisal of his translation as a mere “calque.”

Both words and pictures, then, conspired to paint a portrait of the artist as another. Mallarmé’s oil portrait by Manet, dating to the same years (1876), shows a barely suggested Japanese screen in the poet’s background, as if to evoke not only the poet’s taste for japonisme and art in general, but also no doubt his friendship with and defense of Manet, the creative reinterpreter of Japanese art. As is well known, 1874 and 1876 are the years in which Mallarmé published his essays in defense of Manet, whose works had been rejected for the Salon, prompting the first Impressionist exhibition in Nadar’s studio. The year 1876 also marks another collaborative project: Manet produced four drawings for wood engravings illustrating Mallarmé’s “L’Après-midi d’un faune.” Manet’s portrait of Mallarmé in turn recalls an earlier and equally famous picture of a writer friend, Émile Zola (1868): in the background, next to a miniature replica of the scandalous Olympia which Zola had ardently defended in his articles, a Japanese print of a Sumo wrestler suggested Zola’s combative nature as well as his taste for the arts. Collaboration and mutual portrayal veered over into identification: as Mallarmé and Zola portrayed Manet in their polemical articles, so Manet portrayed Mallarmé and Zola in a pictorial space where text and image had become indissociable.

**Conclusion**

As a translator, Mallarmé did not simply transfer meaning from source text to target text: the additional dimensions of intertextual reference (Baudelaire’s Poe) and intersemiotic transposition (Manet’s pictures) complicated the translation into not simply a reflection but a refraction of multiple elements. We could not be further from what Lawrence Venuti recently criticized as the contemporary norm of the translator’s invisibility. Baudelaire famously claimed that he translated Poe because he discovered in his writings more than a soul mate, a foreign alter ego, upon recognizing “des phrases pensées par moi, et écrites par lui vingt ans auparavant.” Mallarmé’s legendary anecdote was that he learned English in order to read Poe: “Ayant appris l’anglais simplement pour mieux lire Poe, je suis parti à vingt ans en Angleterre.”

Time, especially in France, has by now merged the identities of Poe and Baudelaire into one single poet — “Poedelaire”, as one critic dubbed him — a half real, half ideal portrait of the artist, or in Mallarmé’s words, a “suprême tableau à la Delacroix, moitié réel et moitié moral.” With Mallarmé’s translation of Poe, something similar is at stake (although names do not allow for the same kind of mot-valise): the translator, by definition a person who is two persons, offers in his translation a portrait of himself as another. Likewise, a few years later, in his posthumous homage to Manet, Mallarmé would highlight similarities of destiny between painter and poet, in particular the public’s incomprehension of art. Not only is the translator highly visible here, but we are presented with a kind of holographic portrayal, in which the image displayed changes endlessly from Poe to Baudelaire to Mallarmé to Manet. A later picture, Paul Gauguin’s 1891 etching, “Portrait de Stéphane Mallarmé,” represents the poet with a raven above his head, as if perpetually haunted by Poe and Manet (figure 8); critics have also noted the likeness to Gauguin’s self-portrait of the same time period.

“Croyez que ce devait être très beau.” Mallarmé’s famous bittersweet statement on the invisible work of his entire life, _Le Livre_, which never materialized yet defined and orientated the visible portion of his work, also applies to his lifelong obsession in translating Poe, whose poetry he began translating while still in high school, and continued reworking for most of his life. Yves Bonnefoy, in a recent article, argues that we should look,
not at the shortcomings of the actual published translations, but rather at what he calls “la traduction au sens large.” In a sense, Bonnefoy claims, Mallarmé also forwent translating the poems: “Si traduire, c’est rencontrer un poème en sa poésie pour le recréer comme poésie dans un texte d’une autre langue, Mallarmé lui aussi, bien que sans le dire explicitement, a donc renoncé à traduire Poe.” The real translation, according to Bonnefoy’s theory, is not “Le Corbeau” or any of the other poems translated in prose, but the glorious “Sonnet en – yx,” a much more creative response to Poe’s challenge. The “Sonnet en – yx” is a translation in the broader sense, because contrary to the prose translations, it displays “l’interaction la plus poussée du son et du sens au sein d’une forme, le vers.”

Furthermore, Bonnefoy claims, “J’appelle traduction ‘au sens large’ ces réactions du traducteur qui s’ajoutent à sa traduction au sens étroit et habituel de ce mot: qui s’y ajoutent ou même s’y substituent.”

The concept of “traduction au sens large” is a seductive one, because it both accounts for the failure and yet also allows us to move beyond it. But because it remains within the boundaries of the textual, it does not separate itself clearly enough from an influence study. I would propose instead that Mallarmé’s solution to the challenges of untranslatable lay in the appeal to inter-semiotic transposition, which alone could supply synesthetically compositional impressions: the only way, perhaps, for Mallarmé to succeed — or compensate for the défaut of his own langue — was to reach beyond the limitations of his own medium, and point, however allusively, to a potential multimedia translation.
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**appendix**

i. l'ilaade, traduction nouvelle en vers français, précédé d'un essai sur l'épopée homérique, par anne bigman, 2 vols. (paris: belin-mendar, 1830):

"muse chante avec moi la colère d'achille, colère formidable, en longs malheurs fertile, qui, livrant au trépas tant de grecs valeureux, envoya chez platon leurs mères génériques, et laissa leurs débris, couchés sans sépulture, des oiseaux et des chiens devenir la pâture. ainsi de jupiter s'accomplissaient les lois, du jour où s'allumant pour la première fois, la discorde enflamma d'un courroux homicide et le divin achille et le puissant atride. quel dieu les débusa? apollon dont le bras déchaîna sur le camp la peste et le trépas, depuis qu'agamemnon, provoquant sa colère, de son prêtre chrysés insulta la misère."

(online publication: nouvelle édition entièrement revue et corrigée [paris: ledoyen, libraire, 1833]: http://iliadeodyssee.texte.free.fr/aatexte/bignan/accueibignan/iliaidbignan.htm)

ii. homèr, iliade, trad. lecomte de lisle (paris: a. lermere, 1882), p. 1:

"chante, déesse, du pèleide akhilleus la colère désastreuse, qui de maux infinis accablait les akhaiens, et précipitait chez aidés tant de fortes âmes de héroïens, vivres eux-mêmes en pâture aux chiens et à tous les oiseaux carnassiers. et le dessein de zeus s'accomplisait ainsi, depuis qu'une querelle avait divisé l'atride, roi des hommes, et le divin akhilleus.

qui d'entre dieux les jeta dans cette dissonance? le fils de zeus et de letô, irrité contre le roi, il suscita dans l'armée un mal mortel, et les peuples périrent, parce que l'atride avait couvert d'opprobre khrisyès le sacrificateur." (online edition: http://hdl.handle.net/2027/uc1.b4034599)

iii. edgar allan poe, "the bells":

hear the sledges with the bells —

silver bells!

what a world of merriment their melody foretells!

how they tinkle, tinkle, tinkle,
In the icy air of night!
While the stars that oversprinkle
All the heavens, seem to twinkle
With a crystalline delight;
Keeping time, time, time,
In a sort of Runic rhyme,
To the tintinnabulation that so musically wells
From the bells, bells, bells, bells,
Bells, bells, bells —
From the jingling and the tinkling of the bells.

IV. “Les Cloches”, trans. Stéphane Mallarmé:
Entendez les traîneaux à cloches — cloches d’argent! Quel monde d’amusement annonce leur mélodie! Comme elle tinte, tinte, tinte, dans le glacial air de nuit! tandis que les astres qui étincellent sur tout le ciel semblent cligner, avec cristalline délice, de l’œil: allant, elle, d’accord (d’accord, d’accord) en une sorte de rythme runique, avec la “tintinnabulation” qui surgit si musicalement des cloches (des cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches, cloches), du cliquetis et du tintement des cloches.

V. Edgar Allan Poe, “The Raven”:
Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore,
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
“Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door —
Only this, and nothing more.”

Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak December,
And each separate dying ember wrought its ghost upon the floor.
Eagerly I wished the morrow; — vainly I had sought to borrow
From my books surcease of sorrow — sorrow for the lost Lenore —

For the rare and radiant maiden whom the angels name
Lenore —
Nameless here for evermore.

VI. “Le Corbeau,” trans. Charles Baudelaire:
Une fois, sur le minuit lugubre, pendant que je méditais, faible et fatigué, sur maint précieux et curieux volume d’une doctrine oubliée, pendant que je donnais de la tête, presque assoupi, soudain il se fit un tapotement, comme de quelqu’un frappant doucement, frappant à la porte de ma chambre. “C’est quelque visiteur, — murmurai-je, — qui frappe à la porte de ma chambre; ce n’est que cela et rien de plus.”

Ah! distinctement je me souviens que c’était dans le glacial décembre, et chaque tison brodait à son tour le plancher du reflet de son agonie. Ardemment je désirais le matin; en vain m’étais-je efforcé de tirer de mes livres un sursis à ma tristesse, ma tristesse pour ma Lénore perdue, pour la précieuse et rayonnante fille que les anges nomment Lénore, et qu’ici on ne nommera jamais plus.

VII. “Le Corbeau”, trans. Stéphane Mallarmé:
Une fois, par un minuit lugubre, tandis que je m’appesantissais, faible et fatigué, sur maint curieux et bizarre volume de savoir oublié — tandis que je dodelinais de la tête, somnolant presque; soudain se fit un heurt, comme de quelqu’un frappant doucement, frappant à la porte de ma chambre — cela seul et rien de plus.

Ah! distinctement je me souviens que c’était en le glacial Décembre: et chaque tison, mourant isolé, ouvrageait son spectre sur le sol. Ardemment je souhaitais le jour — vaine-ment j’avais cherché d’emprunter à mes livres un surdis au chagrin — au chagrin de la Lénore perdue — de la rare et rayonnante jeune fille que les anges nomment Lénore: — de nom pour elle ici, non, jamais plus.